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Personalized search is an important means to improve the performance of a search engine. In this paper,
we propose a framework that supports mining a user’s conceptual preferences from users’ clickthrough data
resulted from web search. The discovered preferences are utilized to adapt a search engine’s ranking function.
In the framework, an extended set of conceptual preferences was derived for a user based on the concepts
extracted from the search results and the clickthrough data. Then, a Concept-based User Profile (CUP)
representing the user profile as a concept ontology tree is generated. Finally, the CUP is input to a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) to learn a concept preference vector for adapting a personalized ranking function
that re-ranks the search results. In order to achieve more flexible personalization, the framework allows a
user to control the amount of specific CUP ontology information to be exposed to the personalized search
engine. We study various parameters, such as conceptual relationships and concept features, arising from
CUP that affect the ranking quality. Experiments confirm that our approach is able to improve significantly
the retrieval effectiveness for the user. Further, our proposed control parameters of CUP information can
adjust the exposed user information more smoothly and maintain better ranking quality than the existing
methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As the web rapidly grows in size, finding relevant information using simple search queries has be-
come an increasingly difficult task. To retrieve more relevant information for the users, personalized
search engines create user profiles recording the users’ preferences, which are used to adjust the
search results according to the users’ needs. User profiles employed in existing personalized search
strategies are either document-based or concept-based (cf. see more details in Section 2). The
former is based on document preferences (e.g., the user prefers document i to document j), while
the latter is based on concepts (e.g., the user prefers topic i to topic j).1 Our early work [Leung
et al. 2008] has shown that concept-based preferences are better than document-based preferences
for search engine personalization.

To further explore the use of concept ontology, we propose a new Concept-based User Profiling
(CUP) strategy to capture users’ topical preferences. We implement the CUP strategy in a frame-
work (or simply the CUP framework) shown in Figure 1, which consists of three major phases,
namely, Concept Extraction, Preference Mining, and Personalized Ranking. In the first phase
(Concept Extraction), when a query is submitted, important concepts and their relations are mined
online from web-snippets to build a concept ontology. In the second phase (Preference Mining),
clickthroughs on the search results are collected to derive the user’s document preferences. In the
third phase (Personalized Ranking), the concept ontology is used to map the document preferences
into concept preferences, which together with the user control setting are used to train a Ranking
SVM (RSVM) to produce a weighted feature vector embodying the concept preferences, and the

1In this paper, topics and concepts are used interchangeably.
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vector is used to rank the search results to reflect the user’s needs. Figure 1 shows the general process
of our approach.

Most existing user profiling strategies create one profile for each user and apply the profile to
all of the user’s future queries. We refer to this approach as multiple-query (MQ) user profile. An
advantage of using a multiple-query user profile is that the profile is able to aggregate the overall
interests of the users and it can be applied to personalize both seen and unseen queries (i.e., queries
that have been or have not been submitted by the user before). However, the problem is that a user’s
topical preferences may vary from query to query. For example, a user who prefers information
about “growing oranges” for the query “orange” may prefer information about Apple Computer’s
products instead of “growing apples” for the query “apple”. Thus, the user profile created based on
the query “orange” may not be applicable to the query “apple”.

Fig. 1. The CUP Framework Showing the General Process of Our Personalization Strategy

An alternative approach studied in this paper is the single-query (SQ) user profile, in which a
query profile is created for each distinct query. Basically, if a previously seen query is submitted,
its corresponding single-query (SQ) profile is used to personalize the search result, in order to max-
imize the personalization effectiveness of the seen query. On the other hand, if the query is a new
(unseen) one, we can still use the multiple-query (MQ) user profile to perform the personalization.
We will show in Section 6.5 that, even though MQ user profile is less effective comparing to the SQ
profile, it significantly outperforms the baseline, which contains non-personalized results from the
component search engines.

The main contributions in this paper are various effective personalization strategies supported in
the framework, which are now highlighted as follows:

— We develop new methods that learn a user’s concept preferences directly from user clickthroughs
as well as the concept preferences inferred from the concept ontology. This addresses the click
sparsity problem, i.e., user clickthroughs are sparse and thus not able to generate adequate con-
cept preferences for training in search personalization [Joachims 2002]. We show that the user
preferences captured in the concept ontology improves ranking quality much better than those
methods based on document features only.

— Most existing personalization strategies employ either document-based or concept-based user pro-
file for personalization. Document-based profiles focus on mining users’ clicking and browsing
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behaviors from their clickthrough data. On the other hand, concept-based profiles focus on record-
ing the users’ topical preferences. Our proposed CUP personalization strategies is able to enjoy
the benefits of both document-based and concept-based methods. The underlying reason is that
our framework supports using clickthroughs to determine user document preferences via the pref-
erence mining process, converting the document preferences into concept preferences via the on-
tology extraction process, and exploiting CUP to generate a personalized ranker in a seamless
manner. The benefits of this holistic approach are clearly shown in a comprehensive set of experi-
ments that we carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed strategies.

— Most existing concept-based personalization methods rely on the use of a predefined taxonomy
(ODP [ODP ] or Google Directory [GoogleDirectory ]) to determine a user’s topical preferences.
They require extra human efforts to maintain and update the categories or the taxonomies. On the
other hand, our CUP can be automatically constructed and maintained by mining concepts and
concept relations from the search results returned from a search engine with respect to a particular
query, and the CUP can be directly used in a personalized ranker to provide better personalization
service.

— In contrast to most existing user profiling strategies, we study single-query (SQ) user profiles,
which can record precisely the preferences for each of the user’s queries. To handle unseen queries,
we study two methods of (i) combining all query profiles to form a single multiple-query (MQ)
user profile, and (ii) combining the query profiles of the previous K queries to predict the prefer-
ences of the current query. We show the effectiveness of our CUP approach in both cases. Thus,
the cold-start problem can be flexibly resolved via using the first method or manipulating K in the
second method according to different searching history of the users.

— We propose two parameters, minDistance and expRatio, that control the amount of specific
CUP ontology information to be exposed to the personalized search engine. This can not only
strengthen the practicality of our framework but also provide smoother ontology control. We show
that these parameters are able to maintain better ranking quality than other existing methods hav-
ing similar control facilities.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related work is reviewed in Section 2. Section
3 presents our approach to building the concept-based user profiles. Section 4 reviews the method
that extracts user’s document preferences from the clickthrough data in order to create the user pro-
files. Section 5 discusses the RSVM method [Joachims 2002] which learns a personalized ranking
function that is able to optimize the search results according to new concept features. Experiments
evaluating different strategies used in the CUP framework are presented in Section 6. Section 7
concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
Personalized search is an important research topic for web search. Some personalized searching
systems [Liu et al. 2002; Chirita et al. 2005] require users to explicitly provide their preferences
and interests. However, most users are unwilling to provide explicit feedback because of the ex-
tra manual effort required. Thus, most recent research works [Agichtein et al. 2006; Dou et al.
2007; Gauch et al. 2003; Ng et al. 2007; Sun et al. 2005; Tan et al. 2004] focus on how to use im-
plicit clickthrough data to learn user preferences. Table I is an example of clickthrough data for the
query “apple”, which contains a list of simplified ranked search results together with a set of results
(d4, d6, d8) which the user has clicked on and their corresponding extracted concepts.

Personalization methods that rely on implicit feedback can be classified into two main categories:
document-based and concept-based. Document-based methods rely on discovering user document
preferences from the clickthrough data, to learn a ranking function that optimizes the user’s brows-
ing and clicking preferences on the retrieved documents. Joachims [Joachims 2002] first proposed
to extract user clicking preferences from the clickthrough data by assuming that a user would scan
the search result list from top to bottom. The clicking preferences are then employed by a ranking
SVM algorithm [Joachims 2002] to learn a ranker that best fits the user’s preferences. Tan et al.
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Table I. Clickthrough for the Query “apple”

D Click Brief Search Results Concepts
d1 Apple Computer macintosh
d2 Apple Official Downloads mac os
d3 Apple Support product, support
d4

√
Apple Growers fruit

d5 Apple Store (Hong Kong) apple store, iPod
d6

√
Apple Corps fruit

d7 The Apple Store apple store, mac
d8

√
Apple Receipt receipt

d9 Macintosh Products Guide mac, catalog
d10 Apple II History Home apple II

[Tan et al. 2004] extended the ranking SVM using a co-training framework [Blum and Mitchell
1998] and proposed the RSCF algorithm. Later on, Agichitein et al [Agichtein et al. 2006] proposed
to employ RankNet [Burges et al. 2005] to learn users clicking and browsing behaviors from the
clickthrough data. More recently, Ng et al [Ng et al. 2007] proposed a spying technique on data,
which combines with a novel voting procedure to determine user’s document preferences from the
clickthrough data.

Concept-based methods focus on determining user topical preferences from the contents of the
users’ browsed documents. Gauch et al. [Gauch et al. 2003] proposed to automatically derive a user’s
topical preferences by exploring the content of the user browsed documents. Magellan [Magellan
] is used as an reference ontology, and the user browsed documents are classified into concepts
in the reference ontology. Speretta and Gauch [Speretta and Gauch 2005] proposed to build user
profiles based on user-browsed search results and a predefined taxonomy, open directory project
(ODP) [ODP ]. The user profiles containing user-preferred categories from ODP are then used to
provide personalized search results. In [Kohlschütter et al. 2006], Kohlschüetter et al. proposed to
use taxonomy like ODP or del.icio.us for faceted web search. Web pages are first classified into
different categories using Personalized PageRank [Page et al. 1999], the classified web pages are
then compared against the user profiles the explicit user category preferences in order to provide
personalized ranking on the search results. Shen et al. [Shen et al. 2006] also proposed a method
to perform web query classification based on the ODP taxonomy. A query is expanded through
a search engine, which results a list of related Web pages together with their ODP categories. A
bridging classifier is built on the ODP taxonomy to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the
classification.

Later on, Sieg et al. [Sieg et al. 2007] proposed a method to perform personalized search by
building user profiles based on the ODP taxonomy. A spreading algorithm is proposed to maintain
the user’s interest scores on the ODP categories based on his/her ongoing behavior. Li et al. [Li
and Kitsuregawa 2007] also proposed a similar adaptive strategy based on user behaviors. Instead
of using ODP as the taxonomy, Google Directory [GoogleDirectory ] is used as the predefined
taxonomy to construct user profiles. In Li et al. [Li et al. 2007], independent models for long-
term and short term user preferences are proposed to compose the user profiles. The long-term
preference are captured by using Google Directory, while the short-term preferences are determined
from the user’s document preferences (i.e., the most frequently browsed documents). More recently,
Xu et al. [Xu et al. 2007] proposed to automatically extract a user interested topics from the user’s
personal documents (e.g. browsing histories and emails). The extracted topics are then organized
into a Hierarchical User Profile (or simply called HUP in subsequent discussion), which is to rank
the search results according to the user’s topical needs.

We observe that most existing concept-based personalization methods [Gauch et al. 2003],
[Kohlschütter et al. 2006], [Li and Kitsuregawa 2007], [Li et al. 2007], [Shen et al. 2006], [Speretta
and Gauch 2005], [Sieg et al. 2007] rely on a predefined taxonomy (ODP or Google Directory) to
determine a user’s topical preferences. Most existing taxonomies, such ODP and Google Directory,
require extra human efforts to maintain and update the categories the taxonomies. On the other
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hand, our CUP can be automatically constructed and maintained by mining concepts and concept
relations from the search results returned from a search engine on a particular search query. After
CUP is constructed, it can be directly used in a personalized ranker to provide personalized ranking
on the search results.

Although both HUP and CUP share the same idea that the extracted concepts could be automati-
cally organized in a hierarchical manner, there are many important differences between them. First,
in contrast to HUP, CUP is capable of finding the actual support of the duplicate trees in the concept
ontology and eliminating them whenever the support is below our threshold to reduce ambiguity in
the CUP. The details for computing the actual support of the duplicate trees will be provided in
Section 3.1.

Second, CUP is more precise in personalizing user’s queries. This is because HUP creates one big
ontology for all the user’s queries. However, we observe that a user’s topical preferences may vary
widely from query to query. Thus, we adopt a flexible approach in order to record the precise needs
for each individual user’s query. Our CUP framework allows one concept ontology to be created for
each of the user’s queries (referred to as SQ-CUP), or for a number of the user’s queries (referred
to as MQ-CUP). Third, HUP creates the ontology based on a user’s browsed documents. In order to
create user profiles online, CUP uses the web-snippets to build a concept ontology. This enhances
the efficiency of the ontology extraction process but does not reduce the effectiveness, since a user
usually relies on scanning the web-snippet in the search result to judge its relevancy.

Finally, comparing to our previous work [Leung et al. 2010], we provide in this paper a detailed
study of the influence of different types of personalized features and ontology relationships on
the personalization effectiveness. Moreover, we propose two ontology control parameters, minDis-
tance and expRatio, to control the amount of specific CUP ontology information to be exposed to
the personalized search engine. We also conduct a comprehensive set of experiments to evaluate
the performance of CUP. Empirical results show that the CUP significantly out-performs existing
strategies in terms of accuracy, while our ontology parameters are able to maintain better ranking
quality with smoother ontology control. All the above-mentioned issues are newly studied in this
work.

3. GENERATING CONCEPT ONTOLOGY
In this section we discuss how to build the concept ontology. First, concepts related to a search query
are extracted. We present in Section 3.1 an algorithm that extracts concepts from the web-snippets2

returned by the search engine for a submitted query. Using the concepts that are extracted from the
online web-snippets, we ensure that, comparing to the use of a predefined taxonomy, such as the
open directory project (ODP) [ODP ], the possible topics arising from user’s queries are always
up-to-date. Second, a concept ontology is built on the extracted concepts. We present an algorithm
in Section 3.2 that organizes the extracted concepts into an ontology. Finally, we introduce two new
parameters in Section 3.3 in order to control specific CUP ontology information.

3.1. Extracting Concepts from Web-Snippets
When a query q is submitted to a search engine, web-snippets, which are brief summaries of the
search results, are returned to the user. Our CUP framework assumes that, if a word sequence exists
frequently across the web-snippets, the word sequence is likely to represent an important concept in
the query q’s domain, since it co-exists in close proximity with the query in the top documents. For
clarity, we hereafter refer to frequent word sequences discovered from web-snippets as keywords.
To mine the concepts for q, stop words are first removed from the web-snippets. Then, we extract
all the keywords (including n-grams with n ≤ 7) from all the web-snippets arising from q. After
obtaining the set of keywords, the following support formula, which is inspired by the well-known
problem of finding frequent itemsets in data mining [Church et al. 1991], is employed to measure
the interestingness of a particular keyword ci with respect to q:

2A web-snippet denotes the title, summary and URL of a Web page returned by search engines.
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Table II. Some Top Concepts Extracted for “apple”

Concept ci support(ci) Concept ci support(ci)

iphone 0.1 slashdot apple 0.04
ipod 0.1 apple farm 0.04

macintosh 0.1 fruit 0.04
apple store 0.06 apple grower 0.04

support(ci) =
sf(ci)

n
· |ci| (1)

where sf(ci) is the snippet frequency of the keyword ci (i.e. the number of web-snippets containing
ci), n is the number of web-snippets returned and |ci| is the number of terms in the keyword ci. If
the support of a keyword ci is bigger than the threshold s, we treat ci as a concept for q. As shown
in Equation (1), long keywords are favored by multiplying the snippet frequency with the number
of words in ci so that more specific concepts can be discovered. Table II shows a sample set of
concepts extracted for the query “apple”.

3.2. Organizing Concepts into an Ontology
In general, a concept ontology (or simply an ontology) can be regarded as the formal representation
of a set of concepts within a domain. In web searching, an ontology is the formal representation of
a set of concepts within the search results, and the relationship between the concepts. Two types of
relationships, similarity and Parent-Child Relationship, are employed to model the relations ofthe
extracted concepts in an ontology for building the CUP profile:
Similarity: Two terms that coexist frequently in the same search results are likely represent the
same topical interest. In the search engine context, two concepts ci and cj co-exist in the following
possible scenarios:

(1) ci and cj coexist in the title,
(2) ci and cj co-exist in the summary, and
(3) ci exists in the title while cj exists in the summary (or vice versa).

We adopt the idea of pointwise mutual information (PMI), which is an information-theoretic
association measure of random variables, to establish the semantic similarity between concepts ci

and cj . If simR(ci, cj) > δ1, where δ1 is a user specified threshold, ci and cj are considered as
similar terms representing the same topical interest in a collection of n web snippets.

simR,title(ci, cj) = log
n · sftitle(ci ∪ cj)

sftitle(ci) · sftitle(cj)
/ log n (2)

simR,sum(ci, cj) = log
n · sfsum(ci ∪ cj)

sfsum(ci) · sfsum(cj)
/ log n (3)

simR,other(ci, cj) = log
n · sfother(ci ∪ cj)

sfother(ci) · sfother(cj)
/ log n (4)

where sftitle(ci ∪ cj) and sfsum(ci ∪ cj) are the joint snippet frequencies of the concepts ci and
cj in web-snippets’ titles and summaries, sftitle(c) and sfsum(c)) are the snippet frequencies of
the concept c in web-snippets’ titles and summaries, sfother(ci ∪ cj) is the joint snippet frequency
of the concepts ci in a web-snippet’s title and cj in a web-snippet’s summary (or vice versa), and
sfother(c) is the snippet frequency of concept c in either web-snippets’ titles or summaries.

The following formula is used to obtain the combined similarity simR(ci, cj) from the three
cases, where α + β + γ = 1 to ensure that simR(ci, cj) lies between [0,1].
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simR(ci, cj) = α · simR,title(ci, cj)
+β · simR,sum(ci, cj)
+γ · simR,other(ci, cj)

(5)

Parent-Child Relationship: More specific (child) terms often appear with their general (parent)
terms, which is viewed as a parent-child relationship. For example, “macintosh” tends to co-occur
together with “apple”, but “apple” might co-occur with “iPod”, “iPhone” or “iTunes”, in addition to
“macintosh”. Thus, if pr(cj |ci) > δ2 (δ2 is a user specified threshold) in a set of documents D, ci

is then considered as the child term of cj .
The process for building an ontology with the extracted concepts is presented in Algorithms

1 to 3, where C is the set of concepts extracted for query q, D is a set of documents retrieved
for q, D(ci) denotes all the support documents containing concept ci, simR(ci, cj) is the similarity
between ci and cj , and pr(cj |ci) is the probability of cj given ci. First, similar concepts are extracted
by using Algorithm 1 SimilarConceptsExtraction. Concepts having document support s < 0.03
are removed in Line 2 of Algorithm 1. Then, the similarity proposition (i.e. simR(ci, cj) > δ1)
is used to group similar concepts representing the same topical interest together (i.e. Lines 5-6).
After grouping the similar concepts together, Algorithm 2 ParentChildRelationshipsExtraction is
employed to extract parent-child relationships from the grouped concepts. The probability of cj

given ci (i.e. pr(cj |ci) > δ2) is computed to check if two concepts have parent-child relationship
or not (i.e. Lines 5-7). If ci is found to be a child of another concept cj , ci will then be marked as
cj’s child. Finally, the algorithm recurses on all of the existing leaf nodes (i.e. Lines 8-9) to discover
more children for these nodes.

Algorithm 3 CleanParentChildRelationship is then employed to clean up the parent-child
relationships with low actual support in the output (i.e. OPC ) from Algorithm 2, where
getMoreSpecificTree(t) is a function to obtain all the duplicated trees which are more specific com-
paring to t, N is the total number of documents in the search result set, D(t) denotes all the sup-
port documents covered by the tree t, and a support threshold of s = 0.03 is used to clean up
low supporting nodes. In a concept ontology, two topics in an ontology could correspond to two
or more duplicated trees (e.g. “/ipod/”, “/apple store/ipod/” and “/music/ipod/” for the query “ap-
ple”). If D(“/ipod/”) = {d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7, d8}, D(“/apple store/ipod/”) = {d1, d2, d4, d6} and
D(“/music/ipod/”) = {d3, d5, d7}, we can see that there is only one actual supporting document for
the tree “/ipod/”, i.e., {d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7, d8} − {d1, d2, d4, d6} − {d3, d5, d7} = {d8}. By
discovering the low actual support for the tree “/ipod/”, we can remove the tree “/ipod/” and any
child under it, since “/apple store/ipod/” and “/music/ipod/” is considered to be more specific tree
comparing to “/ipod/” in our framework. Thus, the general topic “/ipod/” should be removed in
order to clearly distinguish the two different topics “/apple store/ipod/” and “/music/ipod/” to re-
duce ambiguity in the CUP. Algorithm 3 cleans up the duplicated trees when these cases are found.
Finally, the similar concepts (i.e. OS) and parent-child relationships (i.e. OPC) are output as the
relationships in the extracted ontology O.

Algorithm 1 SimilarConceptsExtraction(C, D, δ1)
Input: Concept List C, Document Set D, Similarity Threshold δ1

Output: An Ontology OS

1. For each concept ci in C, compute support(ci) using D
2. Eliminate concept ci in C with support(ci) < s producing C.
3. For i = 1 to size(C)
4. For j = i+1 to size(C)
5. if simR(ci, cj) > δ1

6. ci and cj are grouped together with ↔ in OS
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Algorithm 2 ParentChildRelationshipsExtraction(C, D, δ2)
Input: Concept List C, Document Set D, ParentChild Threshold δ2

Output: An Ontology OPC

1. For each concept group ci in C, compute support(ci) using D
2. Sort C in descending order with support(ci)
3. For i = 1 to size(C)
4. For j = 1 to i
5. if pr(cj |ci) in D > δ2

6. Label ci as cj’s child with → in OPC

7. Remove ci from C (reserve ci if is a root)
8. For each concept ck that remains in C
9. ParentChildRelationshipsExtraction(list of children for ck, D(ck), δ2)

Algorithm 3 CleanParentChildRelationship(OPC , s)
Input: A Concept Ontology OPC Structured as Trees, Support Threshold s
Output: A Cleaned Concept Ontology O
1. O = OPC

2. For each tree t in OPC

3. Document List duplicatedSet = ∅
4. Tree List ST = getMoreSpecificTree(t)
5. if |ST | > 0
6. for each tree st in ST
7. duplicatedSet.addAll(D(st))
8. if |D(t)−duplicatedSet|

N < s
9. Remove t from O

Figure 2(a) shows an example ontology derived for the query “apple” by CUP. Concepts linked
with a double-sided arrow (↔) are similar concepts, while concepts linked with one-sided arrows
(→) are parent-child concepts. The extracted ontology (i.e. the concepts together with the extracted
relationships) is used to model a user’s conceptual preferences on q. Figure 2(a) shows the possible
concept space arising from user’s queries. However, the concept space, in general, covers more than
what the user actually wants. For example, when the user searches for the query “apple”, the con-
cept space derived from the web-snippets contains concepts such as “fruit”, “mac” and “iPhone”.
If the user is indeed interested in concepts about Apple Computer and clicks on pages containing
concepts such as “mac”, “iPhone” and “apple store”. CUP would favor the clicked concepts about
Apple Computer (see the rising part of ontology in Figure 2(b)) according to the document prefer-
ences extracted from the clickthroughs. This idea will be further elaborated in Section 4. The user
concept preferences are then converted into a linear feature vector for ranking, and the details of the
transformation will be discussed in Section 5.1.

3.3. Controlling Specific Ontology Information in CUP
As described in Section 5, a part of the ontology is sent together with the user query to the per-
sonalized search engine for the personalization. Thus, the user may want to control the amount of
specific ontology information exposed to the personalized search engine. We propose a method that
automatically filters information stored in CUP according to the user’s control setting. Our method
aims at filtering concepts that are too specific, for which we propose minDistance to measure the
distance from a concept to the root (i.e. how specific a concept in CUP is). For example, a user may
not mind revealing to the personalized search engine the part of the ontology that may lead to the
conclusion that he/she has searched for drugs, but not the part of the ontology that may reveal the
specific drugs he/she has searched for. Another reason for a user to restrict the ontology exposed to
the personalized search engine is that the user is looking for general drug information and as such
specific drugs recorded in the ontology are not useful for personalizing the search result.
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(a) The ontology derived for the query “apple”.

(b) An example of user profile in which the user is interested in the concepts related to
“Apple Computer”.

Fig. 2. (a) A Concept Space for the Query “apple” (b) The CUP Profile Corresponding to the Concept Preference “apple
computer”

We now formalize the idea of using a distance measure that filters the concepts in the ontology. If
a concept ci+1 is a child of another concept ci in our ontology-based user profile, then ci and ci+1 are
connected with an edge whose distance is defined by d(ci, ci+1) = 1

pr(ci+1|ci)
(the higher the chance

that ci and ci+1 are related, the shorter the edge between ci and ci+1). Assume that the total distance
from a concept ci to another concept cj is D(ci, cj) = d(ci, ci+1)+d(ci+1, ci+2)+· · ·+d(cj−1, cj),
then ci+1 (ci+1 is the direct child of ci) will be pruned when the following condition is satisfied:

D(root, ci)
D(root, ci) + D(ci, ck)

< minDistance (6)
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Fig. 3. CUP Uapple,p with minDistance p = 0.2, 0.5, 1.0

where ck is the leaf concept, which is furthest away from ci+1 (argmaxck
D(ci+1, ck)), in the

ontology. D(ci, ck) is the total distance from ci to ck, and D(root, ci) is the total distance from the
root node to ci.

The filtered user profiles (with specific concepts ci+1 pruned) are provided to the server to per-
form personalization. To measure the amount of information being preserved, we also adapt the
information-theoretic parameter expRatio proposed in [Xu et al. 2007] in the pruned CUP. Assume
that the complete user profile is Uq,0 (the user profile at minDistance = 0), while the protected
user profile for q with minDistance = p is Uq,p, we can compute the concept entropy HC(Uq,p)
of the user profiles using the following equation:

HC(Uq,p) = −
∑

ci∈Uq,p

pr(ci) log pr(ci) (7)

where ci is any concept that exists in the user profile Uq,p for the query q. Given HC(Uq,0) and
HC(Uq,p), the exposed ontology information expRatioq,p can be computed as follows:

expRatioq,p =
HC(Uq,p)
HC(Uq,0)

(8)

Figure 3 shows examples of Uapple,0.2, Uapple,0.5, and Uapple,1.0 for the query “apple”. When
minDistance = 0.2, only the very specific concept “iPod nano” is pruned from the user pro-
file Uapple,0. The exposed ontology information expRatioapple,0.2 is 94.6% (expRatioapple,0.2 =
HC(Uapple,0.2)
HC(Uapple,0)

= 0.682
0.721 = 94.6%). When minDistance = 0.5, four specific concepts (“iPod

nano”, “iPod”, “macintosh”, and “mac os”) are pruned. Notice that the concept “fruit” is not re-
moved when minDistance = 0.5, because both “apple farm” and “fruit” are rare concepts (i.e.
concepts with low support). Since they are closely related with pr(fruit|applefarm) = 0.6, if
“fruit” is pruned, it is very likely that “apple farm” also gets pruned. If both of the rare concepts
“fruit” and “apple farm” are pruned, the protected user profile can no longer determine the user’s
preferences with “apple” as a “fruit”, and thus “fruit” is not pruned unless the minDistance is
very high (minDistance > 0.92). The exposed ontology information expRatioapple,0.5 is 62.5%
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Table III. Document Preference Pairs from Joachims’
Method

Preference Pairs Preference Pairs Preference Pairs
containing d4 containing d6 containing d8

d4 <r′ d1 d6 <r′ d1 d8 <r′ d1

d4 <r′ d2 d6 <r′ d2 d8 <r′ d2

d4 <r′ d3 d6 <r′ d3 d8 <r′ d3

d6 <r′ d5 d8 <r′ d5

d8 <r′ d7

(expRatioapple,0.5 = HC(Uapple,0.5)
HC(Uapple,0)

= 0.451
0.721 = 62.5%). Finally, when minDistance = 1.0, all

the concepts in the user profile are pruned (expRatioapple,1.0 = HC(Uapple,1.0)
HC(Uapple,0)

= 0
0.721 = 0%).

Notably, Xu et al. [Xu et al. 2007] also limits the content of the HUP profile information to be
exposed to the search engine by using the notion of support of a concept in the ontology. How-
ever, there is a subtle difference: if a concept exists many times in the user’s browsed documents,
it would not be pruned by Xu et al.’s method. For example, assume that the tree “/information re-
trieval/courses/teaching/comp300” is in the HUP profile, if the concept “comp300” exists frequently
in the user’s browsed documents (i.e. support(“comp300”) is high), it does not get pruned, though
it is already a very specific concept with respect to a user who is cautious about.

4. USER PREFERENCES EXTRACTION
In this section, two different preference mining methods, Joachims’ Method and SpyNB Method,
are used to extract the user’s document preferences from the clickthrough data. These techniques
will be reviewed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.

4.1. Joachims’ Method
Joachims [Joachims 2002] proposed a method which mines the user’s preferences according to
his/her clicking and browsing behavior. Joachims’ method is based on the following proposition.
Given a set of search results for an input query q, if the user click on the document di at position
i, all the unclicked document dj above position i are predicted as less relevant than the document
di at position i (di <r′ dj), where r′ is the user’s preference order of the documents in the search
result list of query q.

Joachims’ method assumes that a user would scan the search result list from top to bottom. If a
user has skipped a document di at rank i before clicking on document dj at rank j, he/she must have
checked the brief summary of di before deciding to skip it. Thus, Joachims concludes that the user
prefer dj to di (i.e. dj <r′ di, where r′ is the user’s preference order of the documents in the search
result list). Using the example clickthrough data in Table I and Joachims’ proposition, we can obtain
a set of document preference pairs as shown in Table III. After the document preference pairs are
obtained, a ranking SVM algorithm (RSVM) [Joachims 2002] is employed to learn a personalized
ranking function for the user. The details of the RSVM algorithm [Joachims 2002] will be discussed
in Section 5.

4.2. SpyNB Method
SpyNB [Ng et al. 2007] assumes that users would only click on documents with web-snippets that
are of interest to them. Thus, it is reasonable to treat the clicked documents as positive samples.
On the other hand, the unclicked documents are treated as unlabeled samples because they could
be either relevant or irrelevant to the user’s needs. Based on this interpretation of clickthrough
data, the problem becomes how to predict reliable negative documents, which are irrelevant to user
needs, from the unlabeled set. To predict the reliable negative examples from the unlabeled set, the
“Spying” technique introduces a novel voting procedure into the Naı̈ve Bayes classifier [Liu et al.
2002]. Each positive sample is used as a “spy”, which is mixed with the unlabelled samples, and
the combined set is fed to a Naı̈ve Bayes classifier to determine the posterior probabilities of the
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samples. All unlabeled samples with posterior probabilities lower than the posterior probability of
the “spy” are treated as predicted negative samples. Given n positive samples, n sets of predicted
negative examples (PN1, PN2, ..., PNn) can be obtained. A voting procedure is then used to select
a set of reliable negative examples PN from PN1, PN2, ..., PNn. Finally, SpyNB assumes that
the user would always prefer the positive set P rather than the predicted negative set PN , and thus
obtain user preference pairs as follows.

di < dj , ∀di ∈ P , dj ∈ PN (9)

The details of the SpyNB method can be found in [Ng et al. 2007]. After obtaining the user pref-
erences from the SpyNB, the RSVM algorithm [Joachims 2002] is employed to learn a personalized
ranking function to re-rank the user’s search results according to his/her preferences.

5. PERSONALIZED RANKING FUNCTIONS
In this section we discuss the RSVM training method [Joachims 2002] which learns a personalized
ranking function. In contrast to existing RSVM training methods, our ranking function takes into
account a new category of concept-based features. The concept-based features can also be inferred
from observing two important relationships in the concept ontology. This further strengthens the
effectiveness of the function.

5.1. Extracting Features for RSVM Training
As described in [Joachims 2002], the RSVM algorithm can be employed to learn the user behavior
model from the past search activities. Essentially, given a query, a set of document features are
extracted from the search results. Each document is then represented by a feature vector. The vector
can be treated as a point in the feature space. RSVM aims at finding a linear ranking function, which
holds for as many document preference pairs as possible. This can be achieved by formulating it
as an optimization problem, which is equivalent to the SVM classification approach [Hoffgen et al.
1995]. An adaptive implementation, SVMlight, available at [SVMLight ], is used for the training.
It outputs a weight vector −→w which best describes the user behavior model according to the input
document preferences.

Using the document preferences obtained from Joachims’ or SpyNB method discussed in Section
4 and the concept ontology discussed in Section 3, we define three different types of features, Click-
through Features, Browsing Features, and Concept-based Features to capture the user’s clicking
and browsing behavior together with his/her conceptual needs. The clickthrough and browsing fea-
tures can be learned directly from the clickthrough data by analyzing the ranking of the document,
and the similarity between the query and the web-snippet of the document in the search result as
described in Equations (10), (11), and (12).

The new concept-based features can be learned from the clickthrough data and the extracted
ontology from Section 3. If a document dk embodies the concept ci, ci is incremented by one
in the feature vector as defined in Concepts(ci) (see Equation (13)). The similarity and parent-
child relations in the extracted concept ontology are incorporated in the training. Apart from ci that
embodies in the document dk, concepts cj , that are highly related to ci are also possible candidates
that are related to dk. Thus, if ci and cj are highly similar in the extracted ontology, the relationship
between cj and dk is captured by the concept-based feature SimilarConcepts(ci, cj) as defined in
Equation (14).

In addition to similar concepts, two concepts ci and cj can be related through the parent-child rela-
tions. Three types of relations, namely, Ancestors, Descendants, and Sibling Concepts, can be de-
fined. If cj is an ancestor of ci, cj is a generalization of ci and may help the user to find more general
information. If cj is a descendant of ci, cj is a specialization of ci and may lead to more specific in-
formation. Finally, two sibling concepts ci and cj represent the same class of topical interests. Thus,
cj may help the user to find related information within the same class as ci. The Ancestor, Descen-
dant and Sibling relations between ci and cj are captured, respectively, in the concept-based features
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AncestorConcepts(ci, cj), DescendantConcepts(ci, cj), and SiblingConcepts(ci, cj), as defined in
Equations (15), (16), and (17). Figure 4 shows an example concept ontology with the three different
types of parent-child relationships.

Fig. 4. Relationships, 1) Ancestors, 2) Descendants, and 3) Sibling Concepts, in a Concept Ontology

A weight vector −→w (containing the weights of the features) is employed to reflect the importance
of the corresponding features to the user in the ranking. The features included in the feature vector
φ(q, d) are defined below.

1. Clickthrough Features
RankE : Let search engine E ∈ {G,M, Y } (G=Google, M=MSN, and Y =Yahoo) and T ∈
{1, 3, 5, 10}. Numerical features RankE are defined as follows:

RankE =
{ 11−X

10 if d ranks at X in E, and X ≤ 10,
0 otherwise

(10)

Top(E,T ): The binary features Top(E,T ) are defined as follows:

Top(E,T ) =
{

1 if d ranks top T in E,
0 otherwise

(11)

Common2: If d ranks top 10 in at least two search engines, the value is 1, otherwise 0.
Common3: If d ranks top 10 in three search engines, the value is 1, otherwise 0.

2. Browsing Features
SimU : The similarity between query q and URL is defined as:

SimU =
{

1 if any word in q appears in URL,
0 otherwise

(12)

SimT : The cosine similarity between query and title.
SimA: The cosine similarity between query and abstract.

3. Concept-Based Features
Concepts(ci): If concepts ci is in a web-snippet sj , their values are incremented with the following
equation:

∀ci ∈ sj , wci = wci + 1 (13)
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SimilarConcepts(ci, cj): Concepts cj that are similar to concept ci are incremented according to the
following equation:

∀ci ∈ sc, wcj = wcj + simR(ci, cj)
if simR(ci, cj) > 0.

(14)

AncestorConcepts(ci, cj): Assume that cj is an ancestor of the concept ci, and there are
n links (i.e. n parent-child relationships = {pr(cj |cj+1), pr(cj+1|cj+2), . . . , pr(ci−1|ci)})
between cj and ci. The ancestor cj is incremented using
ancestor(ci, cj) = pr(cj |cj+1)× pr(cj+1|cj+2)× · · · × pr(ci−1|ci), and

∀ci ∈ sc, wcj = wcj + ancestor(ci, cj)
if ancestor(ci, cj) > 0 and cj is an ancestor concept of ci.

(15)

DescendantConcepts(ci, cj): Assume that cj is a descendant of the concept ci, and there are n links
(i.e. n parent-child relationships = {pr(ci|ci+1), pr(ci+1|ci+2), . . . , pr(cj−1|cj)}) between ci and
cj . The descendant cj is incremented using descendant(ci, cj) = pr(ci|ci+1) × pr(ci+1|ci+2) ×
· · · × pr(cj−1|cj), and

∀ci ∈ sc, wcj
= wcj

+ descendant(ci, cj)
if descendant(ci, cj) > 0 and cj is a descendant concept of ci.

(16)

SiblingConcepts(ci, cj): Assume that cj are sibling concepts of the concept ci, ck be the common
parent of ci and cj , the sibling concept cj is incremented using sibling(ci, cj) = pr(ck|ci) ×
pr(ck|cj), and

∀ci ∈ sc, wcj = wcj + sibling(ci, cj)
if sibling(ci, cj) > 0 and cj is a sibling concept of ci.

(17)

5.2. Inferring Concept Preferences
In addition to the concept-based features, which can capture the positive and negative concepts
directly from the clickthrough data, other hidden concept preferences in the ontology can be further
inferred to strengthen the concept-based features. Consider the ontology shown in Figure 5, where
concept ci is related to concept ca (either ca is similar to ci or is a descendant of ci), and concept
cj is related to concept cb (either cb is similar to cj or is a descendant of cj). Assume that the
clickthrough data infers that ci is a positive concept and that cj is a negative concept (i.e., ci is
preferred over cj). The concept-based features can then correctly capture the preference ci <r′ cj ,
where r′ is the user’s preference order of the concepts extracted from the search results of query q.
However, if we know that ci is highly related to ca, and cj is highly related to cb, it should also be
able to infer the preferences ca <r′ cj , ci <r′ cb and ca <r′ cb.

In order to discover more concept preferences, we incorporate two inferred relationship features,
SimilarConcepts and DescendantConcepts, into RSVM training so that concepts related to the posi-
tive and negative concepts will also be treated as, respectively, positive and negative concepts. In our
example, since the positive concept ci is highly related to ca, ci and ca are both treated as positive
concepts. Similarly, cj and cb are both treated as negative concepts because the negative concept cj

is highly related to cb. Thus, we can successfully obtain the direct preference ci <r′ cj , and infer
three additional preferences ca <r′ cj , ci <r′ cb and ca <r′ cb. Identifying the inferred preferences
is important because the enriched preferences provide a larger training set for RSVM.

We observe that the inferred relationships may not be valid for the AncestorConcepts and Sib-
lingConcepts features. For example, when a user is interested in the concept “iPod”, the user may
not necessarily be interested in the company “Apple Computer” (i.e. the ancestor concept) or in the
sibling concept “iPhone”. To verify these observations, we also include them in the evaluation to
compare the effectiveness of using inferred concepts in personalization.
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(a) SimilarConcepts (b) DescendantConcepts

Fig. 5. An Example of Learning Inferred Preferences

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate and analyze the effectiveness of CUP, which is used to provide additional
concept features to adapt the personalized ranking functions. From now on, we refer our method
CUP to SQ-CUP unless stated otherwise. (i.e. we maintain one concept ontology for each of the
users queries.) In Section 6.1, we first describe the setup for collecting the clickthrough data in
order to generate CUP and HUP. In Section 6.2, we compare CUP with HUP. Then, we analyse
the effectiveness of features used in SVM training in Section 6.3. In Section 6.4, we evaluate the
ranking quality when different categories of features are applied. We also compare the ranking
quality of multiple-query (MQ) and single-query (SQ) user profiles in Section 6.5. We analyze the
retireval effectiveness of concept features in the feature vector for personalized ranking in Section
6.6. Finally, we examine the impact of the control parameters of CUP information on ranking quality
in Section 6.7.

6.1. Experimental Setup
In the evaluation of traditional information retrieval systems [Voorhees and Harman 2005], expert
judges are employed to judge the relevance of a set of documents (e.g., TREC) based on a detailed
description of the information need. The relevance judgment is then considered the standard to
judge the quality of the search results. However, the same evaluation method cannot be applied
to personalized Web search, because Web queries are short and ambiguous. Thus, the same query
issued by two different users may have very different goals.

In the evaluation of a personalized system, we aim at answering the following question. Given that
a user is only interested in some specific aspects of a query, can the personalized system generate
a ranking function personalized to the user’s interest from the user’s clickthroughs? To answer this
question, we need to evaluate the search results before and after personalization. The difficulty of
the evaluation is that only the user who conducted the search can tell which of the results are relevant
to his/her search intent. Thus, we ask the users to select the specific aspects of the test queries they
are interested in. Then, they conduct the search and generate their own clicks. Finally, they make
their relevant judgment on the search results with respect to the specific aspects of the queries they
had selected. A similar evaluation approach has been used in [Teevan et al. 2009]. Figure 6 shows
the flow of the evaluation processes.

In this paper, we evaluate the personalized ranking methods by reranking the personalized results
and observing the improvement by comparing the reranked results with the original ranking com-
bined from Google, Bing, and Yahoo 3. This approach is very common in traditional IR research.
Basically, the evaluation consists of two phases, namely the training phase and reranking phase (in
contrary to the training phase and the testing phase in traditional machine learning evaluation).

3The experiments were performed in March 2010, before the integration of Yahoo into Bing.
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Fig. 6. Flow of the evaluation process.

In the training phase, we invited 50 users to use our personalized metasearch engine in an online
experiment. To collect the clickthrough data for evaluation, we developed a personalized metasearch
engine comprising Google, Bing, and Yahoo. The component search engines increase the variety
of the search results and introduce additional features (e.g. the clickthrough features defined in
Section 5.1) for personalization. When a query is submitted to the personalized metasearch engine,
the search results from the three component search engines are combined by taking the average of a
document’s ranks in the three result lists as its new rank in the combined result list, R. If a document
does not appear in a result list, its rank in the result list is set to one plus the length of the result list.
The top 100 search results in R are presented to the users in a uniform way.

We prepared 250 test queries (cf. they are accessible in the Appendix) from 15 different topics,
which are some frequent topics as in March 2010, as shown in Table IV. The topics are purposely
chosen to be very broad, providing the users enough room to decide which specific aspects of the
query he/she wants to focus on. In general, all of the fifteen topics are within the top three levels of
the Open Directory (ODP) to make sure that they are broad enough for the purpose of the exper-
iments. Each user is asked to search 25 test queries and click on the results that he/she considers
relevant to the queries within the assigned topic. For example, when the search topic is “photogra-
phy” and the query is “canon”, the user will look for information about “canon” digital cameras but
not “canon” laser printers or “canon” as a location name. Yet, within the “photography” category,
the user can decide what to look (e.g., specific products, photo gallery, etc.). Apart from collecting
the clickthrough data, concept mining is also performed to extract concepts related to a test query.
The concept mining threshold is set to 0.03. We chose a small mining thresholds to include as many
concepts as possible in the user profiles. The 250 test queries retrieved 36,140 concepts, of which
27,127 concepts are unique. Finally, the clicked results are treated as positive training samples P in
RSVM training. The clickthrough data and the extracted concepts are employed in RSVM training
to obtain the personalized ranking function as described in Section 5. The computation and stor-
age overhead of our personalization framework is reasonably low, since a concept ontology needs
roughly 36140

250 = 145 concepts per query. Our framework takes less than one second to return the
user the results when running on a Pentium machine with 2GB memory. Table V shows the statistics
of the clickthrough data collected.

After collecting the clickthrough data to learn the personalized ranking function, the users are
also asked to provide full relevance judgments on the original results R retrieved by the meta search
engine. Each user was asked to fill in a score (“Good”, “Fair” and “Poor”) for each of the 100
search results returned from each query (by carefully examining the returned 100 web documents
one by one). Documents rated as “Good” are considered relevant documents (i.e. correct to the
user’s needs), while documents rated as “Poor” are considered irrelevant (i.e. incorrect to the user’s
needs) and those rated as “Fair” are treated as unlabeled in the evaluation.
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Table IV. Topical Categories of the Test Queries

1 Amusement Parks 6 Dining 11 Religion
2 Technologies 7 Hotels 12 Sports
3 Photography 8 Animation 13 Travel
4 Computer Courses 9 Locations 14 PC Games
5 Programming 10 Charity 15 Weather

Table V. Statistics of the Collected Clickthrough Data

Number of users 50
Number of test queries 250
Number of queries assigned to each user 25
Number of URLs retrieved 25,000
Number of unique URLs retrieved 22,134
Number of concepts retrieved 36,140
Number of unique concepts retrieved 27,127
Maximum number of retrieved URLs for a query 100
Maximum number of extracted concepts for a query 354

After the training phase, the reranking phase begins. The original results R are reranked using
the ranking function resulted from the training phase to produce the reranked results R′. The full
relevant judgment made by the user is used to obtain the top N precision4 of the reranked results R′.
The expectation is that if the personalized ranking function is effective, the unclicked but relevant
results are promoted in the reranked list R′, hence increasing the top N precision of R′. The ranking
of the relevant documents in R and R′ (before and after reranking) are evaluated in detail using the
top N precisions in Sections 6.4 and 6.5, and the average relevant rank5 (ARR) in Sections 6.6
and 6.7. Since R′ contains the results clicked by the user (i.e., the positive training samples P ),
their inclusion in precision/ARR computation will unfairly improve the precision/ARR of R′ [Pong
et al. 2008]. Thus, P is removed from R′ when computing the ARR and top N precisions of R′
for fairness. We introduce ARR in this paper to measure the overall average performance of the
proposed methods in ranking the retrieved documents.

6.2. Qualitative Comparison: HUP Versus CUP
Table VI compares the HUP and CUP profiles. We observe that the average number of relationships
extracted by HUP is approximately the same as CUP (42.2 vs 40.7). Moreover, we evaluate the
accuracy of HUP and CUP manually by human judges. We consider a tree to be correct if a child in
the tree is always more specific than the parent and the tree represents a meaningful category to the
human judges. In Table VI, we observe that HUP produces less accurate user profiles comparing
to CUP: 59.13% versus 74.36% of parent-child relationships and 48.78% versus 69.31% of similar
concepts are correct. This is because HUP creates one big ontology for all the user’s queries, which
is not as accurate as CUP which is able to create SQ user profiles. It is also important to note
that many incorrect duplicated trees exist in the HUP profile, which leads to the average fraction of
duplicated trees = 5.8889

42.2000 = 14%, since HUP does not provide a mechanism to deal with duplicated
trees, which introduce ambiguity in the resulting ontology.

CUP employs two different thresholds for the similarity and parent-child relationships, which are,
respectively, 0.4 and 0.2 in the experiments. These thresholds help to eliminate useless similarity
and parent-child relationships in the user profiles. We observe that even CUP extracts approximately
the same number of relationships as HUP does, the extracted relationships in the CUP profile are
more accurate. Moreover, CUP produces no incorrect duplicated trees, since the duplicated trees
were cleaned by Algorithm 3. We will show in Section 6.4 that CUP outperforms HUP, when they
are employed as additional features in Joachims’ and SpyNB for personalizing the search results.

4Top N precision is the ratio of relevant documents in the top N search results.
5Average relevant rank (ARR) is the average of the ranks of the relevant documents in the search results. The top position
has rank 1. Thus, the smaller the average relevant rank the better the ranking quality.
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Table VI. Qualitative Comparison of HUP and CUP Profiles

Quality Indicators HUP CUP
Avg no of relationships extracted 42.2000 40.7040
Avg no of parent-child relationships 33.1600 36.5560
Avg no of similarity relationships 9.0400 4.1480
Frac of Correct parent-child relationships 0.5913 0.7436
Frac of Correct similarity relationships 0.4878 0.6931
Avg no of Incorrect duplicated trees 5.8889 0

Table VII. Example of a Trained Feature Vector and its
Clickthrough and Browsing Feature Weight

Clickthrough Weight Clickthrough Weight
RankGoogle 1.641 TopY ahoo,10 -0.035
TopGoogle,1 0.635 RankMSN 0.675
TopGoogle,5 0.052 TopMSN,1 0.013
TopGoogle,10 -0.012 TopMSN,5 -0.026
RankY ahoo 0.742 TopMSN,10 -0.015
TopY ahoo,1 0.021 Com2 0.152
TopY ahoo,5 -0.241 Com3 -0.186
Browsing Weight Browsing Weight
SimU 0.675 SimA 0.531
SimT 1.429

Table VIII. Concept Feature Weights of User u1

Feature Weight Feature Weight
fruit 0.721 apple store -0.015
variety 0.101 support -0.015
farm market 0.076 apple product -0.019

6.3. Features from RSVM Training
As discussed in Section 5.1, our personalized metasearch engine relies on three categories of fea-
tures (i.e. clickthrough, browsing and concept features) for ranking. The clickthrough and browsing
features are similar to those adopted in Joachims [Joachims 2002] and Ng et al. [Ng et al. 2007] and
are used to model the users’ browsing and clicking behaviors. However, unlike Joachims’ and Ng et
al’s methods, we employ concept features in the personalization process to effectively capture the
users’ topical needs.

Table VII shows an example user profile for the clickthrough and browsing features learned using
RSVM [Joachims 2002]. We observe from the results that the weight for Rank Google is high, while
the weights for Rank MSN and Rank Yahoo are moderate. Moreover, the weight of Sim T is usually
higher than Sim A and Sim U, showing that users rely more on matching the query with the title
(rather than the abstract and URL) when determining whether a search result is relevant or not.

Tables VIII and IX show the concept feature weights learned from RSVM training for users u1

and u2 on the query “apple” using all concept-based features. In this example, u1 is interested in
topics about “fruit” for the query “apple”. Thus, concepts about “fruit”, such as “fruit” and “farm
market”, receive higher weights, while concepts unrelated to “fruit”, such as “apple store” and “ap-
ple product”, receive negative weights. On the other hand, u2 is interested in “Apple Computer”
for the query “apple”. Thus, concepts about “Apple Computer”, such as “apple product” and “apple
store”, receive higher weights, while unrelated concepts, such as “farm” and “cider”, receive nega-
tive weights in u2’s results. The trained concept weights accurately reflect the topical preferences of
u1 and u2, and thus the ranker upgrades the results that contain users’ preferred concepts (i.e. con-
cepts with positive weights) and downgrade the result that contain the user’s less preferred concepts
(i.e. concepts with negative weights) in the search result list.
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Table IX. Concept Feature Weights User u2

Feature Weight Feature Weight
apple product 0.314 farm -0.013
apple store 0.223 cider -0.021
software 0.223 tree -0.027

6.4. CUP Ranking Quality
We now compare and evaluate the performance of our concept-based features and the click-
through+browsing features using the original Joachims’ and SpyNB methods.

Figure 7(a) compares the top N precisions for Joachims’ method with different training fea-
tures. The “original” method returns results from the component search engines directly to the
users (i.e. no personalization). Joachims(Clickthrough+Browsing) employs clicking and browsing
features only and is used as the baseline for comparing personalization methods. Joachims(CUP
Concepts) uses only the Concepts() features described in Section 5.1 (none of the other concept-
based features are used). We observe that even with the concept-based features Concepts() alone,
we obtain better precisions comparing to the baseline Joachims’ and SpyNB methods, showing that
the concept-based features Concepts() are important to ranking.

We further expand the Joachims(CUP Concepts) method by including four different
types of relationships (i.e. SimilarConcepts(), SiblingConcepts(), AncestorConcepts(), and
DescendantConcepts()) as the training features. We observe from Fig. 7(a) that they all improve the
precisions of Joachims(CUP Concepts), with DescendantConcepts() (specialization) performing the
best because it helps the users to find more specific information within the search results. Ancestor-
Concepts() (generalization) performs slightly worse than DescendantConcepts() (specialization),
showing that users prefer more specific information than more general information. SimilarCon-
cepts() and SiblingConcepts() can only slightly improve the precision of Joachims(CUP Concepts).
In short, in addition to demonstrating the superiority of CUP, this experiment also confirms the rea-
sonable expectation that users prefer to have more specific information returned from the search
engine.

(a) Joachims’ methods with different features (b) SpyNB methods with different features

Fig. 7. Top N Precisions for Different Joachims’ and SpyNB Methods

Finally, we evaluate the CUP ranking quality against different combinations of the features.
Joachims (CUP Concepts+Ancestors+Descendants) combines the Concepts(), AncestorConcepts(),
and DescendantConcepts() features. The results show that using both the ancestor and descendant
features yields better precisions compared to the use of either one of them. Joachims(CUP All)
employs all of the concept features described in Section 5.1 and was shown to produce the best
precisions comparing to the other methods.
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Figure 7(b) shows the top N precisions for SpyNB method with different training features. The
observations for the Joachims’ methods also apply to the SpyNB methods. This clearly demonstrates
the superiority of concept-based features over clickthrough+browsing features across these two very
different preference learning methods.

It is also interesting to note that the SpyNB method outperforms Joachims’ method, and the
differences are quite obvious when only clickthrough+browsing features are used. However, when
only concept features are used, the differences become smaller. The reason for this result is that
SpyNB methods in general discover more accurate negative samples, i.e., results that do not contain
the user’s preferred topics. However, when the concept-based features are used, the performance
of Joachims’ method is more effectively boosted because Joachims’ methods are provided with the
concepts together with their clickthroughs from the users as additional features, thus narrowing the
performance gap of the two methods.

6.5. MQ-CUP vs SQ-CUP
As described in Section 6.1, a user is assigned with 25 test queries, generating a 25-query history
for each user in the evaluation. Since the 25 queries assigned to a user only fall into 3-4 topical cate-
gories, some queries are topically related. In the evaluation of MQ-CUP, we randomly mix up the 25
queries from a user to create a random query sequence. The clickthroughs from the previous K − 1
queries in the random query sequence are used to build a personalized ranking function to person-
alize the results of the Kth query. MQ-CUP is proposed based on the fact that a user would usually
submit a few similar queries within a short period of time. Thus, even if the first few queries may
not fully benefit from MQ-CUP because of the cold-start problem, the new incoming similar queries
should somehow benefit from the previous queries. This aligns with our results that the larger the
K, the higher the personalization effectiveness. Figure 8 compares the top N precision of the fol-
lowing five settings: HUP, Joachims(MQ-CUP All), SpyNB(MQ-CUP Clickthrough + Browsing),
Joachims(SQ-CUP All), and SpyNB(SQ-CUP All). HUP is the original method proposed in [Xu
et al. 2007] and serves as the baseline.

First, we evaluate MQSIM -CUP, which creates CUP using the user’s previous K − 1 queries,
which are most similar to the Kth query q (i.e., the active query). Queries are considered as similar
to q, if they share a similar concept space as q. Thus, we propose the following similarity function
to measure the similarity between any two queries qi and q.

sim(qi, q) = CosineSim(C(qi), C(q)) (18)

where C(qi) is the concept vector containing all the concepts extracted for qi, C(q) is the con-
cept vector containing all the concepts extracted for q, and CosineSim(C(qi), C(q)) is the cosine
similarity between the two concepts vectors for qi and q.

If the active query q has never been searched by the user before, we try to find the queries that
are most similar to q, and they are used to create a MQSIM -CUP, which is then used to personalize
search results of q. Thus, in MQSIM -CUP, we first identify top K − 1 queries (qi) that are most
similar to q. Such top K − 1 queries (qi) are then used to create one big ontology to personalize the
search results of q.

According to [Jansen et al. 2007], the average number of related queries in a session is roughly
2.85, and it is very likely that consecutive queries from a user’s search history may seek for similar
information. Thus, we also propose MQPREV -CUP to create one big concept ontology form the
user’s previous (K − 1) queries in the random query sequence, assuming that the previous queries
may share similar information seek as q (K = 25 in Figure 8).

We observe that even using the estimation from the previous K − 1 queries to personalize the
Kth query, Joachims(MQ-CUPSIM All) and SpyNB(MQ-CUPSIM All) both perform better than
HUP, because their user profiles are more accurately comparing to the ones created by HUP as
already discussed in Section 6.2. Moreover, Joachims(SQ-CUPSIM All) and SpyNB(SQ-CUPSIM

All) outperform all of the other MQ user profiling methods, showing that the SQ-CUP approach is
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more effective in capturing the needs for each individual user’s query than the MQ-CUP approach,
because it captures the exact preferences for a particular query.

Fig. 8. SQ-CUP vs MQ-CUP

(a) Joachims(MQ-CUPPREV All) at K (b) SpyNB(MQ-CUPPREV All) at K

Fig. 9. Top N Precisions for MQ-CUPPREV methods with Different K and ARR for CUP+Clicking+Browsing

Next, we explore the alternative of handling the cold-start problem by employing the clickthrough
data of the previous (K − 1) queries submitted by the user to personalize the newly submitted (un-
seen) Kth query. Figures 9(a) shows the Top 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 precisions for Joachims(MQ-
CUPPREV All) method with different K. If a user has never submitted any query before (i.e.
K = 1), the first search would return the original results used by the component search engines
(i.e. Google, MSN, and Yahoo). Thus, the precisions with K = 1 are the same as those obtained
in the original method. We observe that the more queries being submitted by a user, the better the
estimation on the user’s preferences of the unseen query. It is because when more concept pref-
erences are being captured in the user profile, identifying the concept preferences on the (unseen)
query would become easier, and thus yielding better precisions. When K = 5, K = 15, and
K = 25, the Top 10 precisions are improved by 13%, 56%, and 106% comparing to the baseline
method (K = 1), showing that the concept preferences from the (K − 1) submitted queries are
good estimations for the unseen Kth query. Moreover, the higher the K, the better the top N pre-
cisions. Figure 9(b) shows the Top 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 precisions for SpyNB(MQ-CUPPREV All)
method with different K. The observations from the Joachims(MQ-CUPPREV All) method also
apply to the SpyNB(MQ-CUPPREV All) method. When K = 5, K = 15, and K = 25, the Top
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10 precisions have improvement gain of 17%, 80%, and 132% comparing to the baseline method
(K = 1). The SpyNB(MQ-CUPPREV All) method yields higher precisions gains comparing to the
Joachims(MQ-CUPPREV All) method, because the SpyNB(MQ-CUPPREV All) method generates
more accurate user profiles with the spying technique, and thus it produces better estimations for
the unseen Kth query.

(a) Joachims(MQ-CUPSIM All) at K (b) SpyNB(MQ-CUPSIM All) at K

Fig. 10. Top N Precisions for MQ-CUPSIM methods with Different K and ARR for CUP+Clicking+Browsing

By using the previous (K − 1) queries to personalize the newly submitted (unseen) Kth query
(i.e., Joachims(MQ-CUPPREV All) and SpyNB(MQ-CUPPREV All)), the improvements are not
obvious when K = 5 (only 13% and 17% improvements for Joachims(MQ-CUPPREV All) and
SpyNB(MQ-CUPPREV All) comparing to the baseline), because the K − 1th query may not be
always the most similar to the Kth query. To tackle this problem, we also propose to use the the
(K − 1) most similar queries (see Equation (18)) submitted by the user to personalize the newly
submitted (unseen) Kth query (i.e., Joachims(MQ-CUPSIM All) and SpyNB(MQ-CUPSIM All)).
Figures 10(a) shows the Top 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 precisions for Joachims(MQ-CUPSIM All) method
with different K. Even only when K = 5, we achieve much better results comparing to previous
submitted (K − 1) queries. When K = 10, 20, and25, the Top 10 precisions are improved by 93%,
99%, and 106% comparing to the baseline method (K = 1), showing that the top similar (K − 1)
similar queries are better candidates for the personalization comparing to the good estimations for
the unseen Kth query. Moreover, the higher the K, the better the top N precisions. We have also
performed evaluation for SpyNB(MQ-CUPSIM All), and the results are shown in Figure 10(b). We
observe that SpyNB(MQ-CUPSIM All) performs the best among all the MQ methods, the Top 10
precisions are improved by 120%, 129%, and 132% comparing to the baseline method.

6.6. Effectiveness of Concept Features
We have demonstrated the significance of concept features using different preference mining meth-
ods (i.e. Joachims and SpyNB) with CUP in Section 6.4. In this subsection, we further examine the
relative strength and the independence of concept features compared to other features. This aims to
justify the use of concept features in the feature vector defined in Section 5. In this experiment we
define the concept features and the clickthrough+browsing features as two independent feature vec-
tor. Let us call them the concept vector and the clickthrough+browsing vector. We then employ two
RSVM trainers to train these two vectors. We use a linear equation that combines the two feature
vectors to compare the effectiveness of them.

−→w combined = λ · −→w clickthrough+browsing + (1− λ) · −→w concept (19)
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Table X. Top 5 Concepts being Pruned with minDetail
and minDistance for the Query “apple”

minDetail support minDistance support
fruit 0.04 iphone 0.1
orchard 0.04 ipod nano 0.07
apple festival 0.03 apple ii 0.05
recipe 0.03 mac os 0.05
apple grower 0.03 apple festival 0.03

where λ is the combination threshold varying from 0 to 1, −→w combined is the weight vector for
the combined features, −→w clickthrough+browsing is the weight vector for the clickthrough+browsing
features, and −→w concept is the weight vector for the concept features.

Figure 11 shows that the ARR for Joachims and SpyNB methods with λ running from 0 to 1.
There are two interesting observations from the figure. First, the ARR at λ = 0 for both Joachims
and SpyNB methods is much lower than the counterparts at λ = 1, showing that the concept fea-
tures are even more significant components than the (clickthrough+browsing) features in the vector
in terms of feature effectiveness. The obvious difference of the two ARR extremes (λ = 0 and
λ = 1) also indicates that the concept vector and the (clickthrough+browsing) vector are quite
independent. Thus, it is essential to incorporate concept features in the feature vector to improve
retrieval effectiveness. Second, we observe that the ARR for Joachims and SpyNB methods share
similar optimal (the lowest ARR point) when λ is at about 0.3, which is biased toward the concept
feature side. The shift in ARR towards lower λ shows that, overall speaking, concept features are
relatively more important than clickthrough+browsing features, which is consistent with our first
observation. With the optimal λ, the ARR can be improved by about 65% comparing to the original
Joachims and SpyNB methods with clickthrough+browsing features only (i.e. at λ = 1).

Fig. 11. ARR for CUP+Clicking+Browsing

6.7. Ontology Control Parameters vs Ranking Quality
We now evaluate the impact of the control parameters, minDistance and expRatio, on the ranking
quality. We choose SpyNB(CUP All) in this evaluation as this setting has been shown in Section 6.4
to perform the best. We also employ the control parameters minDetail and expRatio proposed in
Xu et al.’s HUP method to make comparison.

Table X shows the first five concepts being pruned using minDetail and minDistance. We
observe that rare concepts with low support are first pruned with minDetail. On the other hand,
specific concepts in the concept ontology are first pruned using minDistance. We observe that
minDistance is a more effective control parameter because it prunes the specific concepts more
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(a) minDistance Vs expRatio (b) minDistance Vs ARR

(c) expRatio Vs ARR

Fig. 12. Relationships Between Control Parameters and Ranking Quality

precisely, while minDetail may prune important and unique concepts, such as “fruit”, which rarely
appear in the result list and hence have low support. We also plot expRatio, which measures the
amount of private information exposed, against minDetail and minDistance in Figure 12(a). We
observe that expRatio decreases quickly with minDetail, dropping from 1 to nearly zero when
minDetail increases from 0 to 0.2, but decreases more uniformly with minDistance, dropping
to zero only when minDistance reaches 0.7. This is because minDetail is based on the support
of a concept in the ontology. When minDetail is higher than the support of most of the con-
cepts (at around 0.2), most of the concepts in the ontology would be pruned. On the other hand,
minDistance proposed in our method measures whether a concept is too far away from the root
(i.e. too specific). Unless the minDistance is close to 1, the general concepts would remain in
the ontology. The uniform decrease of expRatio against minDistance makes minDistance a
smoother and better control parameter compared to minDetail.

We now study how the control parameter affects the ranking quality of the search results. Fig-
ure 12(b) plots the ARR of the search results against minDetail and minDistance. As discussed
before, the amount of ontology information exposed (expRatio) decreases quickly between 0 to
0.2 when minDetail is used because most of the important concepts have been pruned when
minDetail reaches 0.2. Thus, ARR increases quickly when minDetail increases from 0 to 0.2.
On the other hand, since minDistance reduces the amount of specific information (expRatio)
more uniformly comparing to minDetail, the ARR increases more uniformly when minDistance
varies from 0 to 1. The uniform behavior of minDistance provides users with a smoother and finer
control on the search quality so that they can easily fine-tune the amount of information exposed
and the quality of the search result.
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Finally, Figure 12(c) shows the relation between expRatio and ARR of the personalization. The
more ontology information exposed (i.e. higher expRatio), the better the ranking performance (i.e.
lower average relevant rank). Again, our method has a smoother decrease in ARR when expRatio
increases, which shows our approach is more effective in balancing the need of controlling specific
ontology information and the need of using concept information for personalization in our frame-
work.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an effective approach to performing personalized web search. Our proposed
CUP profiling strategy captures and organizes users’ topical preferences in a concept ontology.
The ontology allows us to infer rich user concept preferences, in addition to those directly derived
from user clickthroughs. We developed a CUP framework that provides seamless integration of the
processes of concept extraction, user preference mining and ranker optimization. We have presented
a spectrum of experiments to examine different aspects of the framework such as ranking quality
and the effectiveness of concept-based features. Our results confirm that the CUP framework is
able to accurately capture the users’ topical preferences and outperforms existing methods that are
purely document-based or concept-based. We show throughout that our proposed framework is able
retain the strengths of most known document-based and concept-based user profiles. In addition, the
framework provides two effective parameters to control the amount of specific ontology information
that can be exposed and used in personalized searching.

There are many interesting challenges to extend this work. First, we may not restrict our tech-
niques to individual CUP profiles. Collaborative filtering techniques can be employed to create
various CUP-driven user communities in which relevancy information from the experts (e.g. consid-
ering expert CUPs) can be used to help the casual users (e.g. considering casual CUPs). The notion
of CUP can be extended to a CUP databases that accommodate more interesting dimensions such
as temporal and location effects in order to contribute more timely and geographical-relevant web
personalization. Second, the strategies of inferring concept relationships can be further enhanced
and formalized, which can be a powerful means to discover hidden but important user preferences.
For example, we may refine the inferring rules in Section 5.2 such that quantitative measures can
be imposed to “similarity” to obtain more accurate inferred concepts. Another more challenging
approach is to performing correlation mining [Ke et al. 2008] in the concept ontology in order to
search related concepts. We may apply some correlation measure to take into consideration the
occurrence distributions of the concepts.
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A. TEST QUERIES TO EVALUATE OUR CONCEPT-BASED USER PROFILING STRATEGY
In this section, we present the 250 test queries used in the evaluation. The test queries are grouped
in sets of five for formatting purpose only. Basically, we randomly assign each user 25 queries from
3-4 topical categories. The 25 test queries are randomly mixed up to create a random query sequence
for the evaluation.

Table XI. Test Queries used in the Evaluation

Topic Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5

Amuse Park disney movie disneyland donald duck dwarfs mickey mouse
Amuse Park beijing amusement park ocean park lotte world tokyo dome city ma wan park
Amuse Park canada wonderland adventure city disneyland la universal studio tokyo disney sea
Animation cartoon character keroro keroro movie keroro wallpaper pocket monster
Animation marvel x men captain america spiderman avengers
Animation doraemon japanese cartoon dragon ball dragon ball Z totoro
Charity orbis oxfam redcross spca unicef
Charity hk jockey club lok sin tong po leung kuk medicare resources hok yau club
Charity china care foundation childfund child care international operation smile world vision
Comp Courses COMP104 COMP170 COMP271 COMP303 COMP630
Comp Courses internet computing multimedia computing introduction to c++ introduction to java discrete math
Comp Courses Unix and Script OOP and Data Structures Software Engineering final year project operating systems
Dining buffet dessert hotpot restaurant sushi
Dining kfc mcdonald pacific coffee pizza hut starbucks
Dining subway white spot dairy queen MOS burger burger king
Dining chinese restaurant korean bbq red lobster hotpot sushi
Hotels intercontinental ramada four seasons hyatt shangari la
Hotels hk disney hotel royal plaza tsim sha tsui hotel mong kwok hotel marco polo hotel
Hotels days inn holiday inn ramada super 8 motel motel
Locations hong kong kowloon tsuen wan tsim sha tsui mong kwok
Locations beijing shanghai guangzhou shenzhen wuhan
Locations taiwan taipei new taipei tainan taoyuan
Locations new york los angeles chicago houston philadelphia
Photography canon lens model photo competition scenario
Photography canon casio nikon sony panasonic
Photography focal length lens lighting skill snap shot camera iso
Programming java java script html flash flash animation
Programming algorithm asp.net c plus plus computer theory java programming
Programming database database structure oracle sql xml
Religion bible christ church islam tian tan buddha
Religion hinduism buddhism christianity judaism taoism
Religion korean religion chinese religion japanese religion african religion iranian religion
Sports basketball football nba sport news world cup
Sports 100m runner beijing 2008 golden medal liu xiang olympic
Sports kobe bryant micheal jordon nba nike yaoming
Sports david beckam manchester ronaldinho ronaldo world cup 2010
Sports bicycle forum bicycle price bicycle repair bmx second hand bicycle
Technologies casio focus rolex seiko swatch
Technologies apple dell hp ibm microsoft
Technologies new mobile phone nokia price mobile phone smartone sony ericsson
Technologies htc htc magic google android phone nexus one samsung galaxy
Travel frankfurt hong thai weather japan travel tokyo
Travel communist party empress dowager cixi qin shi huangdi sun yat sin the great wall
Travel the peak victoria harbour hollywood road aberdeen man mo temple
Video Games nds ps psp sony xbox
Video Games boxhead nds new game nintendo wii
Video Games winning eleven final fantasy need for speed warcraft world of warcraft
Video Games donkey kong space invaders pacman super mario bros street fighter
Weather 7 day forecast local weather forecast typhoon weather alert hong kong observatory
Weather hong kong weather taipei weather tokyo weather seattle weather paris weather
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